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are all available to download in our online catalogue. Cracked. 2016-09-25 / 00:00 UTC. The Vanishing of Ethan Carter VR Bundle is a modern
remake of the cult classic video game released for the PC in 1989, developed by Gameware.The McLaren P1 is finally here. Sort of. The British

supercar maker announced its first hardcore hypercar to be the all-electric, air-cooled P1, which will hit the road later this year. In a press release
issued Tuesday, McLaren said the P1 would have a top speed of 500 miles per hour (805 kph) and be capable of speeds up to 236 mph (380 kph).

The car's 95-kilowatt-hour lithium ion battery pack offers "the highest energy density ever achieved," McLaren said. The so-called hypercar is
unique in both concept and production. Hypercars aim to build brand recognition for companies by borrowing some of the look and feel of sports

cars like the Ferrari FXX (but with fewer horses under the hood). McLaren said the P1 will be a "new breed of supercar," featuring the sort of
engineering that one finds in Formula One race cars. That means an aluminium spaceframe chassis, carbon fiber body panels and "beyond-

supercar performance capability." Its lithium-ion battery system is custom-built and designed to maximize performance by keeping the center of
mass as low as possible. Power comes from a single electric motor that produces 663 horsepower. Thanks to a very clever system, power is

transferred to the rear wheels by a single low-slung exhaust where the sound pulses can be felt. The P1 has a 0-100 km/h (62 mph) time of 2.8
seconds. It has a 250-mile (402.8 km) range, which is a bit short for what you would expect from a "supercar," but McLaren says that isn't the

intent. The company says its aim is to build the best-performing machine it can, and being a sort of hypercar then it should drive like a hypercar.
The production version of the P1 is set to go on sale in the second half of 2015. Here are the specs: 6.8-liter V12 engine with 663bhp 631lb (283kg)
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